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ABSTRACT 
Rex is a dominant, maternal-effect locus in the heterochromatin of the X chromosome of Drosophila 

melanogaster. It causes an early mitotic exchange-like event between heterochromatic elements of an 
attached-XY in Xlattached-XY embryos of Rex mothers. Evidence is presented here that the site of Rex 
action is the ribosomal R N A  gene cluster (the bb locus) only; no other heterochromatin is affected. 
The Rex locus may be useful in studying regulation of rRNA-gene copy number, mitotic chromosome 
behavior and heterochromatic function. 

N 198 1, ROBBINS reported the discovery of Rex, a I genetic element in Drosophila melanogaster that 
maps to the X heterochromatin and has a dominant 
maternal effect. It causes a mitotic breakdown of an 
otherwise stable attached-XY (YsX. Y“), producing free 
Y chromosomes. This detachment event is seen in a 
cross of y/y cv v f Rex females and YsX.YL, y v f Bey+/ 
0 males. Along with the regular and nondisjunctional 
progeny of this cross, y+ male offspring are produced. 
These males carry an X chromosome from their moth- 
ers and a free Y chromosome marked with y +  (= y’Y). 
Gynandromorphs with X/y+Y male parts are also pro- 
duced. The y+Y’s in these progeny can only have been 
derived from the attached-XY’s; hence, the detach- 
ment event must occur postfertilization in what would 
have been X/XY zygotes. 

ROBBINS’ (1 98 1) hypothesis for the mode of action 
of Rex is shown in Figure 1. Detachment of the Y is 
envisioned as an exchange-like event between the X 
centric heterochromatin and Ys, resulting in loss of 
the X euchromatin in an acentric ring. Since this event 
occurs during postfertilization mitoses, very early 
events will produce males which have detachment Y 
chromosomes in all their body tissues, whereas later 
events will produce gynandromorphs. Experiments 
done by ROBBINS showed that the Rex event occurs 
during GI of (usually) the first or (sometimes) the 
second mitotic division, that meiotic recombination in 
the euchromatin and heterochromatin was unaffected 
by Rex, and that it is likely that the detachment event 
occurs between the bobbed (bb) loci of the X and Ys  
or in the heterochromatin immediately surrounding 
these bb loci. The bb locus is the site of the 28s and 
18s rRNA genes in Drosophila (RITOSSA, ATWOOD 
and SPIECELMAN 1966), and the nucleolus organizer 
(NO) region (RITOSSA and SPIEGELMAN 1965). There 
are two of these loci in Drosophila, one in the X 
heterochromatin and one in Ys. 
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This paper reports the results of experiments de- 
signed to determine the specific chromosomal site that 
responds to Rex action. The results show that: (1) the 
Rex-induced event does not depend on the presence 
of Y chromosome material; and (2) the sensitive site 
in the chromosome is the bb locus and only the bb 
locus. 

CROSSES AND RESULTS 

Except as noted, a description of markers and chro- 
mosomes used may be found in LINDSLEY and GRELL 
(1968). All matings were done at 25” on a standard 
cornmeal, molasses and brewer’s yeast Drosophila me- 
dium. 

Rex was first discovered because of its effect on YsX- 
YL, y Y f Bey+. A number of similar attached-XY chro- 
mosomes are available. Four of these were tested to 
determine whether the response to Rex is peculiar to 
the original attached-XY or is a general characteristic 
of chromosomes with the YsX.YL structure. All of the 
tested chromosomes were derived from the original 
YsX. YL, In( I )EN synthesized by LINDSLEY and NOV- 
ITSKI (1 959). These attached-XY’s (and all other chro- 
mosomes used in this work), when not exposed to Rex, 
always behave as stable elements; many have been 
kept for years in stocks, and instability of the type 
shown here has never been reported. 

The attached-XY’s obtained to test for response to 
the Rex chromosome are listed in Table 1. The first 
chromosome listed is the attached-XY originally used 
in ROBBINS’ (1 98 1) work. The X euchromatin in this 
chromosome is now in normal, rather than inverted, 
sequence. The remaining four chromosomes in Table 
1 were tested for the production of single crossover 
progeny in females with an uninverted X homolog. 
No single crossovers were produced, indicating that 
these attached-XY’s still have the Zn(1)EN inversion. 
They were then tested for the order of the Y arms by 
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Y +  Acentric 
/ \ Ring-X I 

FIGURE 1.-Spiral exchange in Y s X . Y L  at the two strand ( G , )  
stage of mitosis (from ROBBINS 1981). 

separating the two arms by a single exchange with 
another inverted X (Zn( I ) s ~ ~ ~ s c ' ~ ) .  The recombinants 
were tested for the ability to confer fertility on males 
that had received a Ys or a YL arm from their mothers. 
All were found to have the Y arms in the order 
described in Table 1. 

Males carrying each of these five attached-XY's were 
mated to homozygousy w car Rex females. In addition, 
males carrying two of the attached-XY's (y  v f B - y +  
and Zn(I)EN, y v f B - y ' )  were mated to y ; po l  females 
as a control. The results are shown in Table 1 .  De- 
tachment offspring bearing a maternal X chromosome 
and a free Y derived from the attached-XY were re- 
covered as y +  w males or as gynandromorphs in all 
experimental crosses except for those with y B fathers 
(line 5). These fathers had an attached-XY lacking the 
y+  marker at the tip of YL. Hence, both regular- 
disjunction sons and detachment sons were y w ;  how- 
ever, detachment sons had a free Y and were fertile, 
whereas regular-disjunction sons were XO and sterile. 
T o  determine the number of detachment males pro- 
duced in this cross, all y w males were collected and 
mated to test for fertility. It can be seen that detach- 
ments were recovered from all the attached-XY's in 
crosses with Rex-bearing mothers. Sensitivity to Rex is 
thus not a property inherent solely in the first at- 

tached-XY tested. N o  detachments (which would have 
been y +  males or y +  male tissue in gynandromorphs) 
were found in the progeny of control crosses. 

Two points need to be noted about the data pre- 
sented in Table 1. First, the frequency of detachment 
in these experiments, though variable, is lower than 
had been expected. The original attached-XY (Y"X. 
YL, y v f Bey+) normally detaches at a rate of 1 % to 
3%; 2% is common and the rate has been as high as 
nearly 10% (ROBBINS 1981). The data in Table 1 are 
significantly different from a rate of 2%. (A typical 
previous experiment had 1 520 regular-disjunction fe- 
males and 32 detachment products; in a test of ho- 
mogeneity, x 2  = 43.94 with 5 d.f., P < 0.005.) At the 
time these experiments were done, the y w car Rex 
chromosome was being kept in a homozygous stock; 
that is, y w car Rex/y w car Rex females crossed to y w 
car Rex/Y males. A stock with a maternal effect variant 
present in the females is likely to accumulate modifiers 
by natural selection. Indeed, eventually the y w car 
Rex stock lost all Rex phenotype. (Suppressors of Rex 
have been found in a number of stocks. All Rex 
chromosomes are now stocked only in males, balanced 
by crossing to attached-X-bearing females. Rex chro- 
mosomes from these stocks induce the higher (1-3%) 
rate of detachment). Despite the lower frequency of 
detachment seen in Table 1, the reduced Rex activity 
has no effect on the conclusion drawn from this ex- 
periment: all these attached-XY's are sensitive to Rex 
action. Since a contemporaneous experiment was run 
using the original attached-XY (first line of Table l) ,  
all frequencies can be compared to this standard. 

Second, the frequency of detachment of YsX-YL, 
Zn(l)EN, y B is quite low compared to the others. The 
set of data in Table 1 is not homogeneous ( x 2  = 10.05 
with 4 d.f., P = 0.041), but becomes so when the y B 
results are removed (x2 = 5.1 1 with 3 d.f., P = 0.22). 
The lower observed frequency of detachment for the 
y B chromosome is not surprising; it is due partly to 

TABLE 1 

A comparison of Rex sensitivities of five attached-XY's 

Regular X-nondisjunction 
Detachment Gyndndro- Percent 

A ttac hrd-XY Females Males Females Males males morphs detachment 

E X P E R I M E N T A L  
Y v f  B.Y+ 3115 3484 0 5 13 3 0.51 
Zn(l)EN, y v f B.y+ 2888 3464 0 6 17 4 0.72 
In( l )EN,  y.y+ 1805 2070 0 3 18 1 1.04 
In ( l )EN,  y vJy+ 1711 1979 2 8 9 1 0.58 
In( 1 )EN, y B 1844 2535 0 0 5 0.27 
C O N T R O L  
Y v f  B.Y+ 2160 1986 2 4 0 0 0 
Zn(l)EN, y v fB .y+  1531 1843 0 1 0 0 0 

Males carrying the indicated attached-XY's were crossed to y w cur Rex homozygous females (experimental) or y ;  pol homozygous females 
(control). 
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FIGURE 2.-A schematic representation of sc inversions of the X 

the inability to recover all detachment events. This 
chromosome has no y+ marker on the YL arm, making 
the detection of detachment males difficult, and the 
detection of gynandromorphs impossible. Detach- 
ment males were detected by collecting all y w males 
and testing them for fertility. It is probable that not 
all fertile males were detected. Moreover, about 15% 
of detachment males are sterile (ROBBINS 1981), and 
those males could not have been detected with this 
method. 

The YsX. YL chromosome was originally constructed 
from products of rare heterochromatic exchange 
events (LINDSLEY and NOVITSKI 1959). It is not pos- 
sible to determine, from the history of those events, 
the composition of the two heterochromatic blocks 
that Rex affects in this attached-XY. The heterochro- 
matin designated Ys might all be derived from Ys and 
the X all from X heterochromatin. Alternatively, both 
blocks could be wholly X or  wholly Y derived, or each 
could have elements from both the X and the Y. In 
determining the specific site of Rex action, it would 
be preferable to have chromosomes with less ambig- 
uous structures. There are other X chromosomes that 
have heterochromatic duplications that do not involve 
the Y chromosome. One such chromosome is 
Z n ( l ) s ~ ~ ' ~ s c ~ ~  (=scs'sc4). It is the product of a meiotic 
exchange between In( I)sc4 (=sc4), which inverts the 
euchromatin, and In( l)scs' (=scs'), which inverts 
nearly all the X chromatin (Figure 2). It has a dupli- 
cation, near the tip, of a large part of the centric 
heterochromatin, including all the ribosomal cistrons 
(BAKER 1971; HILLIKER and APPELS 1982). Figure 3 
depicts the pairing of scs'sc4 and the products ex- 

chromosome (modified from BAKER 197 1). 

;. 
y+ Fragment 

FIGURE 3.--Spiral exchange in scs'sc4. 

pected if it responds to Rex as does the attached-XY. 
Another chromosome of interest is In( 1)s~" '  (=sc"'). 
Its right breakpoint is in the middle of the ribosomal 
cistrons and it moves the distal heterochromatin and 
half of the rDNA to the tip (LINDSLEY, APPELS and 
HILLIKER 1982; see Figure 2). Thus, it has ribosomal 
cistrons at both ends, but there is no duplication of 
any material. 

Rex females were crossed to Z n ( l ) s ~ ~ ' ~ s c ~ ~ ,  cv U B/Y 
males or to Zn(l)scv2, sc"'/Y males. As Figure 3 shoGs, 
the exchange event should produce heterochromatic 
fragments marked with y+. Though this event is not 
really a detachment, since nothing was originally "at- 
tached", for continuity the measure of the event will 
still be called a "frequency of detachment." Fragment- 
bearing males in these experiments were y+ and had 
none of their fathers' X chromosome markers. A 
control was done using males carrying the scs1sc4 
chromosome and y; pol females. The data are shown 
in Table 2. The control cross produced no detach- 
ments. The frequency of detachment of the svV' chro- 
mosome is difficult to calculate because the chromo- 
some is marked only by sc"', which is a poor marker, 
variable and weak in expression. Therefore, some of 
the wild-type males classified as X-nondisjunction 
products are probably y/y+ fragment males which are 
either noncrossover, or crossover distal to cz) or prox- 
imal to$ The lower of the two frequencies of detach- 
ment shown for scv2 has been calculated with only the 
definitive fragment-bearing males (y + and/or cv and/ 
or v and/or f )  and the gynandromorphs; the upper 
figure has all the y +  males (classified as nondisjunction 
in Table 2) added in. The true frequency is probably 
somewhere between these two. In any case, both 
scs1sc4 and sc" respond well to Rex action. Since sc"' 
responds, a duplication of material is not necessary; it 
is sufficient to have some rDNA (and possibly some 
non-ribosomal heterochromatin) at both ends of the 
chromosome. 

Three other chromosomes were also tested: Zn(1)- 
wm4 (=wm4), Z n ( 1 ) ~ " ~ ' ~  (=wm5lb), and Z ~ ( I ) W " ~ ' ~ ~ W " ~ ~  
(= wm5Ibwm4). Schematic representations of these chro- 
mosomes are shown in Figure 4. The heterochromatic 
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TABLE 2 

Rex sensitivities of two se inversions 

Regular X-nondisjunction 
Fragment Gynandro- Percent 

Paternal X chromosome Females Males Females Males males morphs detachment 

EXPERIMENTAL 
In( l ) scs ’sc4 ,  cu v B (A) 2098 2129 2 1 40 16 2.60 

(B) 1068 1022 0 8 13 5 1.65 
In(l)scV2, sev2 ( C )  1190 1285 0 30 42 5 3.8-6.1 
CONTROL 
In( l ) scs ’sc4 ,  cu U B 2119 2257 1 3 0 0 0 

Males with the indicated X chromosomes and free r s  were crossed to y cu u f Rex/y (experiments A and C) or y cu u f Rex/y cu u f  Rex 
(experiment B) or y / y ;  pol /pol  (control) females. Experiments A and B are  statistically homogeneous. 

wm Breakpoints 

d 5 ,  

- i NO 
wm4 

4 
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FIGURE 4.-A schematic representation of w e  inversions of the 

NO No 

X chromosome. 

breakpoints of wm4 and wm51b define the proximal and 
distal ends of the X ribosomal region (HILLIKER and 
APPELS 1982). In( I)wm4 moves the heterochromatin 
that lies distal to the rDNA to a point near thew locus 
at the tip of the euchromatin; it leaves the bulk of the 
ribosomal cistrons near the centromere. In( I )w m51b 

moves most of the rDNA to the tip but leaves a very 
small portion near the centromere. In( I ) w ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ w ~ ~ ~  is 
produced by an exchange between these two chro- 
mosomes and should be duplicated for only the rDNA 
and no other heterochromatic elements. 

Rex females were crossed to In(l)wm4, wm4/Y males, 
I ~ ( I ) w ” ~ ’ * ,  wm5’*/y males or I ~ ( I ) w ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ w ~ ~ ~ ,  CV/Y 

males. As a control, wm4-bearing males were crossed 
to y/y cu v f car females, and wm5Ibwm4-bearing males 
were crossed to y; pol females. The results are shown 
in Table 3. The control crosses did not produce 
detachments. Neither wm4, which moves all of the 
rDNA to the distal end, nor wm51b, which leaves all of 
the rDNA at the proximal end, yield detachments. 
(One gynandromorph with a small patch of y f  tissue 
was recovered from the wm4 cross. The patch did not 
include any tissue which could allow determination of 
whether a maternal or paternal X chromosome was 
lost; only the latter is a detachment event.) Only 

W m 5 1 b  w m4 , with a full duplication of the ribosomal 

region, responds in any significant way to Rex. 

DISCUSSION 

All of the experiments done by ROBBINS (1981) 
with Rex involved its effect on YsX-YL, y u f B . y i .  It 
was conceivable, therefore, that there was some ele- 
ment peculiar to this chromosome that interacted with 
Rex to produce the detachment event. The experi- 
ments reported in Table 1 show this is clearly not so. 
Other attached-XY’s respond to Rex as well as the 
original YsX.YL, y uUfB.y+.  It is also apparent that 
euchromatic orientation (inverted or normal) does not 
affect a chromosome’s ability to respond to Rex. In 
fact, various sections of the euchromatin have been 
replaced in these chromosomes, as can be seen from 
the reassortment of markers, and neither this replace- 
ment nor the removal of the euchromatic transposi- 
tion used to mark YL eliminates the response to Rex. 

Because of the nature of their construction, these 
attached-XY chromosomes are not good candidates 
for a detailed investigation of the responding site. 
ROBBINS’ (198 1) experiments indicated that this site 
was the rDNA or the heterochromatin closely sur- 
rounding it. However, either of the two ribosomal 
regions in the attached-XY might be wholly or partially 
derived from X or Y chromosome material. The X and 
Y rDNA cistrons are known to have a number of 
molecular differences (TARTOF and DAWID 1976). It 
is also known that the ribosomal region in Y s  of the 
original attached-XY is partially deficient ( ROBBINS 
1981). For these reasons other less complex chromo- 
somes were used to examine the responding site. 

I n ( I ) s ~ ~ ’ ~ s c ~ ~  was chosen because much of the X 
heterochromatin is duplicated in this chromosome. A 
number of inferences can be made from its positive 
response to Rex. First, elements of the Y chromosome 
need not be present for detachment to occur. Second, 
the orientation of the two ribosomal regions does not 
seem to be important. In scs1sc4 the distal ribosomal 
region has been inverted. When this chromosome 
pairs in a spiral, the two ribosomal regions are in 
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TABLE 3 

Rex sensitivities of three wm inversions 

275 

Regular X-nondisjunction 
Fragment Gynandro- Percent 

Paternal X chromosome Females Males Females Males males morphs detachment 
~~~ 

EXPERIMENTAL 
In(l)w"4k, wm4 1255 1942 0 5 0 1 ?" 0.08 
In(I)wm51b, wm5Ib 2053 2173 1 6 0 0 0 

In(1)wm4, wm4 (A) 1132 1552 5 30 0 0 0.08 
In(l)wm5'*wn4, m (B) 1541 1552 1 2 0 0 0 

I n ( l ) ~ ' " ~ ' ~ w " ~ ,  cv 2567 2624 3 6 15 4 0.73 
C 0 N T R 0 L 

Males with the indicated X chromosomes and free Ys were crossed to y cv v f  Rex/y (experimental) or y/y cv v f car (control A) or y/y; 

a Uncertain origin; see text. 
pol/pol (control B) females. 

opposite distal to proximal order with respect to each 
other. This apparently does not affect their ability to 
"exchange." It may be that the ribosomal cistrons are 
not all in tandem, but are oriented in both directions 
(MADDERN 198 1). 

The experiment done with sc"' indicates that a 
duplication, in the strict sense, is not even necessary 
for the Rex event. Nothing has been duplicated in 
sc"'; the ribosomal region has simply been divided 
and half has been inverted and moved distally. The 
responsive region (the rDNA) is therefore divisible, 
and both halves of the rDNA are as competent as a 
full region would be. In fact, considering the high 
frequency of detachment, they may be more compe- 
tent. The only identical regions proximally and dis- 
tally in this chromosome are the rDNA genes. How- 
ever, it is possible that Rex could work nonspecifically 
on heterochromatin. In fact, one of the molecular 
characteristics of heterochromatin is that it contains 
much repetitive material (GALL, COHEN and POLAN 
197 1; RAE 1972); similar repeats could be dispersed 
on either side of the bb locus so that scV2 actually does 
have regions of homology other than the rDNA at 
either end. Rex, then, could work on these homolo- 
gous regions. 

If this were the case, then it should be possible to 
recovery+ fragments from In(l)wm4 or I n ( 1 ) ~ " ~ ' ~ .  Like 
scv2, these chromosomes do not have any duplicated 
material. Some of the heterochromatin, including 
(wm51b) or excluding (wm4) the bb locus, has simply been 
moved to a distal location. Therefore, they should be 
functionally identical to scv2 except that they have the 
rDNA in only one place. As Table 3 shows, however, 
these chromosomes do not respond to Rex. On the 
other hand, Z n ( l ) ~ " ~ ' ~ ~ w " ~ ~  is responsive to Rex. 

is a single crossover product made from wm4 
and wm51b, and contains the same heterochromatic 
elements along with an rDNA duplication. 

The scv2 result indicates that having two blocks of 
rDNA, in the absence of other duplicated heterochro- 

Wm51b m4 w 

matin, is sufficient for sensitivity to Rex. It leaves open 
the possibility that the Rex-induced events might in- 
volve dissimilar, non-rDNA, heterochromatin at both 
ends of the chromosome. The w m  series, however, 
clearly indicates that having rDNA at both ends is 
necessary for Rex-induced exchange. While more 
complex hypotheses involving the presence of both 
rDNA and displaced heterochromatin might be tena- 
ble, these data, along with the bb phenotype of most 
of the detachment products from attached-XY's (ROB- 
BINS 1981), implicate only the rDNA. Hence, posses- 
sion of two blocks of ribosomal cistrons in a chromo- 
some is both necessary and sufficient for response to 
Rex. 

The discovery that Rex acts specifically at the ribo- 
somal cistron site leads to the speculation that Rex 
may interact with the complex regulation of ribosomal 
cistron copy number. Experiments are being under- 
taken to examine the role of Rex in magnification (R. 
SCOTT HAWLEY, personal communication). 

Rex has a number of similarities to other genes that 
affect early mitotic chromosome behavior. Like Rex, 
maternal induced loss (mit; GELBART 1974) causes early 
loss of chromosomes, in this case in the third or fourth 
mitotic division. Whether this loss is of whole chro- 
mosomes, indicating a problem with segregation, or 
leaves behind a small fragment, which might be gen- 
erated by an abnormal exchange (like those from Rex), 
could not have been determined from mit experiments 
since the fragment would have been unmarked. The 
progeny of males carrying paternal induced loss (pal; 
BAKER 1975) are missing one or more paternal chro- 
mosomes. BAKER assumes that this is meiotic loss; 
however, there is no way to decide if an embryo never 
received a chromosome or if it was lost during GI of 
the first embryonic division. Moreover, the progeny 
also includes a high frequency of gynandromorphs 
and mosaics. It seems simpler to attribute all of these 
results to early mitotic chromosome loss. 

The mutant claret-nondisjunctional (cand; DAVIS 
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1969) causes meiosis I nondisjunction and maternal 
chromosome loss; again the loss probably occurs at 
early mitotic divisions in the zygote. The loss is a 
maternal effect. A meiotic nondisjunction phenotype 
similar to that of cand has been seen in Rex crosses; 
Tables 1-3 show an excess of exceptional male off- 
spring. In other experiments involving Rex (S. KELLER 
and L. ROBBINS, personal communication), excep- 
tional female offspring, many of which are recombi- 
nant and homozygous for distal markers, have been 
seen. These observations taken together resemble the 
products from meiosis I nondisjunction (BRIDGES 
19 16; MERRIAM and FROST 1964): X-diplo exceptions 
homozygous for distal markers and, at a higher fre- 
quency, X-nullo exceptions. Some of the excess of 
patroclinous males may also come from early mitotic 
loss. The similarities in phenotype of mit, pal ,  cand, 
and Rex suggest that Rex may be part of a group of 
genes controlling chromosome behavior in the early 
embryo. 
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